
WRITING A NON RESEARCH ABSTRACT

Finally, it includes a few examples of abstracts broken down into their component A good first place to start your
research is to search Dissertation Abstracts .. to be second-order convergent and to handle highly non-linear
spacetimes.

Highlight key phrases and sentences: Instead of cutting and pasting the actual words, try highlighting
sentences or phrases that appear to be central to the work. When do people write abstracts? Although it is
written as a single paragraph, the abstract should summarize information about all sections of your study,
including your thesis, goals, approach, main findings, and conclusions. Essentially, the descriptive abstract
describes the work being abstracted. For this reason, it is very important not to overstate your conclusions in
your abstract so as not to mislead your readers. Also, many online databases use abstracts to index larger
works. Does it tell the whole story about your study? If you are abstracting your own writing When
abstracting your own work, it may be difficult to condense a piece of writing that you have agonized over for
weeks or months, or even years into a word statement. The same type and style of language found in the
original, including technical language. Most article databases in the online catalog of the library enable you to
search abstracts. These sections should contain all the main ideas and key terms in the paper. If you want to
find out more about writing a critique or a review of a work, see the UNC Writing Center handout on writing a
literature review. The Writing Center. Isolate these sentences in a separate document and work on revising
them into a unified paragraph. How not to write an abstract: Do not refer extensively to other works. In this
way, the abstract emerges as a tool to communicate your research succinctly while highlighting its most
important facets. Papers describing clinical trials should mention the sample size, patient groups, dosages, and
study duration. In most cases, the abstract page immediately follows the title page. Clarion University,  Write
the paper first Some authors will tell you that you should write the abstract as soon as your research is
complete. A descriptive abstract briefly describes the longer work, while an informative abstract presents all
the main arguments and important results. Descriptive abstracts are usually very short, words or less. How did
you do it? How to Write a Research Abstract. How does this work add to the body of knowledge on the topic?
A well-written humanities draft will have a clear and direct thesis statement and informative topic sentences
for paragraphs or sections. In the first draft, you may not remember all the key terms or the results, but you
will remember what the main point of the work was. Abstracts may include: The thesis of the work, usually in
the first sentence. Reverse outlining: This technique is commonly used when you are having trouble
organizing your own writing. Informative abstract: Abstracts present the essential elements of a longer work in
a short and powerful statement. What is an abstract? This technique is useful for social science research with
findings that cannot be encapsulated by neat numbers or concrete results. The Abstract. There are two main
types of abstracts: descriptive and informative. While it contains key words found in the larger work, the
abstract is an original document rather than an excerpted passage. There are four general types. Types of
Abstracts To begin, you need to determine which type of abstract you should include with your paper. While
they still do not critique or evaluate a work, they do more than describe it. Why is the problem significant?
Structure and Writing Style I. Clear, concise, and powerful language. Citing to just a journal article's abstract
does not confirm for the reader that you have conducted a thorough or reliable review of the literature.
Therefore, abstracts should contain keywords and phrases that allow for easy searching. The manuscript can
then be used as a guide to write the abstract, which serves as a concise summary of your research. There are
some tricks that you could use to make it easier, however.


